The Research Institute for Nature and Forest (INBO)
Is offering
an internship ‘Sustainable scenarios for Europe’
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

The Research Institute for Nature and Forest (INBO) is the Flemish research and knowledge
centre for nature and its sustainable management and use. INBO conducts research and
supplies knowledge to all those who prepare or make the policies or are interested in them
as a stakeholder.
Through its scientific research, INBO supports all agencies dealing with open space in the
Flemish government, as well as in organisations involved in nature conservation, forestry,
agriculture, hunting and fishery. INBO publishes its results as open data and provides data
for international reporting. It participates in (inter)national research networks such as LTER,
ALTER-Net, LifeWatch, …
INBO is an unincorporated internal agency of the Flemish government.

Internship subject
The Nature & Society team is looking for a bachelor (or in training) to participate in the
project “Sustainable scenarios for Europe” at VAC Herman Teirlinck (Havenlaan 88, box 73
1000 Brussels).
The internship period can start from now on, end date is October 2021.
The literature describes a large number of policy scenarios concerning nature and
sustainability of what Europe will / can look like in the coming decades. As part of an
assignment for the European Commission, you help researchers from the Nature and
Society Team to code this literature for a publication. The research question is whether
sustainable scenarios are possible under current political, technological and socio-economic
systems, and if not, which transformations are necessary to make a change possible. The
work is linked to the IPBES assessments, will take place in an international team and lead to
a publication.
If you meet the requirements below, please contact Sander Jacobs
(sander.jacobs@inbo.be), who will act as your internship supervisor.
- You have a good knowledge of English (speaking, reading and writing)
- You have a very good knowledge of Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PP

If you have general questions about an internship at INBO, you can contact Davy Verspeet:
Davy Verspeet –
HR internship policy
0473 98 33 48
Davy.verspeet@inbo.be

Disclaimer
The school is responsible for the insurance of the student. The student cannot invoke the
INBO’s occupational accident insurance as he is not covered by the employee scheme. The
student must therefore report an accident to the insurance of his school.
Note to foreign students: There is no possibility of accommodation within the INBO.

